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Jonathan Bostock

10 years to find another 28 cases
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Investigations

• Skin prick tests





chronic sinusitis without polyps 



disruption of mucociliary clearance 
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clearance of the virus



restoration of the mucociliary mechanism 

return to healthy sinuses



persisting mucosal injury

chronic rhinosinusitis



RSV infection increases asthma for next 10 years
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intraepithelial bacteria
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S.aureus
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30 mg daily for one week then 
20 mg daily for one week
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fluticasone 50 ug 2 puffs bd 
both nostrils
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Smith SS,  Evans CT, Tan BK,Chandra RK, Smith SB, Kern RC. J Aller Clin Immunol Nov 2013

percent of adult visits with antibiotic prescriptions

CRS 7.1%

curative?

resistance?
effect on commensals?



antibiotics



2 RCTs

roxithromycin, azithromycin

positive effects

low IgE

anti-inflammatory

CRSsNP

long term antibiotic treatment





mucosal commensal community



protection against pathogens



effect of antibiotics



loss of biofilm complexity



establishment of pathogens



antibiotics clearly help in acute sinusitis

many patients find relief for acute exacerbations of CRS

limited efficacy for CRS

acute rhinosinusitis
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failure of medical therapy surgery













Case 1





















frontal sinus drill out



frontal beakectomy



frontal beakectomy
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